19th March, 2020
Dear Family,
With the outbreak of COVID’19, we are deeply concerned about our staff protection and well-being; alongside we are
committed to practice protocols which will be beneficial to combat the circumstances at large. In order to maintain social
distancing during this period, we are introducing “work from home” and/or shortened office timings temporarily until the
situation settles down.
Following are the general guidelines: (Applicable for all)
i.

Work from home/shortened office hours will be effective from 22 nd March, Sunday till 2nd April, Thursday 2020.
We will monitor the situation and update accordingly.

ii.

Staff working from home should send their following week’s plan to their supervisor and to HR every Saturday by
9.00 am. The Supervisor can take away the privileges of working from home if it is being misused by an individual.
HR will take measures as per our policy.

iii.

Since this is a new breed of calamity, the nature of response will be unique and may not resonate with our previous
experiences. Maintaining social distancing, avoiding gatherings, crowded places and practicing basic hygiene
practices are few of the best options at this point. We need to take very good care of our elderly family members,
with chronic conditions and weak immune systems. SAJIDA will there to assist you to the best of its capacity. I
expect that all staff remain at home mostly and be available through all forms of digital platform (Microsoft Teams,
WhatsApp, Mobile, etc).

iv.

Those who need to come to the office will be adequately taken care of in terms of ensuring best practices. Office
will bear the transportation cost or provide transport where feasible. Using crowded public transport is not
recommended. Walking, bi-cycle, motor cycle (not shared) might be some of the better options.

v.

Office will help staff, who live in hostels and messes, by providing sanitizers/soaps/salvon/ dettol/ bleaching sodas
to clean their place of residence, provide gowns/ gloves/masks where and when appropriate. Please call our admin
staff at all levels; they will ensure supply.

vi.

You may be aware that a number of committees are being formed to support the national response. In addition
to our regular operations we are expected to play a part in the committees and initiatives.

vii.

I am observing/ monitoring the situation diligently, ready to respond if you have some concerns, see deviations
of these guidelines, experience abuse during these times.

viii.

This is the time we can demonstrate discipline, self-regulation, professional accountability and transparency. Find
innovative ways to minimize disruption of our regular operation. This will have a lasting impact in your career in
the organization. I strongly believe SAJIDA is a value driven organization with strong commitment towards its staff
and society. Originating as a family foundation which practice strong family values; as an united unit we will shall
overcome the current turmoil and its long lasting impact in our work.

MF field office:
i.

In general MF field (working-hour for branch office) office time will be limited to 8.30 AM to 4.00. PM till further
notice.

ii.

AM, RM and other staffs who are not directly involved with cash transaction can follow work from home. It is
expected that staff working from home may have to work extended hours to maintain proper communication
with staff at all levels, including FOs.

iii.

Station leave is not encouraged unless it is an absolute family emergency.

iv.

Field staff will be given extra mobile allowance so that they can communicate with the members more frequently
and increase internet data to stay connected with the supervisors.

v.

In case of being diagnosed with COVID-19, SAJIDA Foundation will cover all expenses incurred for the treatment
of the employee. Also, if you need to be home quarantined SAJIDA will guide you through the process and assess
your home situation and make alternate solutions if necessary.

Other Offices/Project offices:
i.

Project office can uphold the same policy unless the program/ unit is associated with health/ disaster response
related services. Project participants will also be informed accordingly, including all partners/donors/ related stake
holders.

We have introduced two hotlines for your assistance: health advice and the other for general issues/ queries/
complaints. The health advice number will be attended by a doctor from SAJIDA Hospital and general number will be
entertained by HR personnel.
01777772233 – Health advice

01777772266 – HR for General Issues

Tips for working from home:
http://blog.brac.net/working-remotely-in-the-time-of-corona-6-tips/
I am with you and let’s make SAJIDA good to great as a family by saving lives and reducing the long term impact of this
pandemic.

Zahida Fizza Kabir
Chief Executive Officer

